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Abstract: 

Background This paper came up from a question on how the future libraries and especially the 

organization, are affected by the digitizing of information, e-books and research as well as the more 

and more sophisticated tools to be connected to the internet. Based on some general questions we 

focused on the following areas; visitors, management, organization, business model and traditional 

books vs. e-books. We also looked into some Swedish cases to see how the development has 

affected the libraries up until today.  

Conclusions The purpose of this paper has been to address some specific areas being challenged by 

the digitization of the library world. We see a potential for the visitors to be in charge of the 

development of future libraries. There is also a potential to let the visitors become customers 

building up new business models turning non-profit to profit. The ideas we illustrate we hope 

library management could use as an inspiration to develop the library of the future and the many 

questions might be used for further research. 
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Aim and questions 

The aim of this paper is to identify and discuss the salient features of the challenge of organizing 

future libraries in the digital era. The way things are and the way we are used to having things are 

deeply rooted. IT development, a “force” in the true meaning of the word, changes many things. 

Sweden is our starting point. Sweden, a well-off country, can be considered one of the leading 

countries in areas such as access to information. There are even some who claim that Sweden is a 
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good country in which to test IT solutions because Swedes are keen to try new things. We could say 

that information technology gives rise to parallel timelines: some countries are ahead while others 

lag behind. Sometimes the terms “information-rich” and “information-poor” are used to describe 

inequality in access to information in a global perspective.  

Digital vs. traditional libraries 

In an early paper, one of the authors of this paper discussed the possible future merging of IT and 

libraries (Mäntykangas, 1999), and had the following concluding reflections:  

 Several conceptions of libraries co-exist at the same time.  

 Sometimes “library” is understood as referring to a real, physical phenomenon. Sometimes it is 

understood as a metaphor for the various core activities of the traditional library. 

 There is a lowest conceivable definition of “library,” but there is currently no upper limit to the 

definition of “library.” 

 Libraries are becoming increasingly transparent in the digital age (Mäntykangas, 1999, p. 168). 

Method employed and questions considered 

Fifteen years have passed since the paper expressing the above reflections was published. In a 

person’s life, that is a long time, but in historical perspective it is merely a moment. If we accept the 

idea of a transformation from physical libraries to digital libraries, then even library management 

and libraries' relationships with their patrons are undergoing transformation. New business models 

are emerging, too. Confrontation with this transformation can be challenging, of course, but 

confrontation is often negatively loaded. So the method is not to confront the idea of existing, 

traditional libraries, but rather to discuss and by discussion attempt to identify some salient features 

in the ongoing flow of events. We are not after “Truth,” but rather, potential truths. In that sense, we 

tell stories about a conceivable future. 

Consider today’s libraries. We find libraries organized either in a traditional way or empty of 

personnel but filled with books and electronic support for the patrons. We also find libraries 

functioning as parts of larger cultural centers filled with all kind of activities not only serving to 

inspire people to read. One strong trend we see in today’s libraries is e-books. What are the 

challenges and what are the opportunities that will affect libraries in the future, and how do they 

affect library organization? The manager of the digital/future library requires other types of 

capabilities – and perhaps even other types of staff. 
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Visitors, management, organization, business model and traditional books vs. 

digitization 

Who are the visitors to modern libraries? The visitors (patrons, borrowers, customers) may be 

referred to in different ways, but in libraries they are most often understood to be people coming to 

the physical entity of the library. The term “visitor” is interpreted in various ways, while the “term” 

customer is avoided in public-sector thinking. The reason for this is the association of “customer” 

with money, with payment, and with somebody else getting the profit.  

The visitor comes to the library. In almost any library in Sweden, part of the library is a digital 

library. The digital library may be a portal to another source, database or journal – or several such 

portals. The digital part of the library could then be understood as a door to another library. The 

terms “visitors” and “residents” are defined as follows: 

 

[…] David White and Alison Le Cornu (2011) use the more flexible terms “visitors” 

and “residents.” “Visitors” think in terms of the Internet as a tool for performing 

certain tasks, whereas “residents” see the Internet more as a constant presence and 

a place to be. (Sundin, p.143, translation from the Swedish) 

 

The library of the Jönköping University College has used a method of understanding its users called 

“personas,” meaning different categories of users. The personas the library has identified are based 

on interviews with its the visitors and different Web-based solutions it created based on these 

personas. 

 

(Source: http://nybibliotekswebbhj.wordpress.com/2010/06/28/vara-personas/)  

The basis of this work is presented as a model for the segmenting of clients. The diagram has two 

http://nybibliotekswebbhj.wordpress.com/2010/06/28/vara-personas/
http://nybibliotekswebbhj.files.wordpress.com/2010/06/segmentering_diagram.jpg
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dimensions: time investment (how much time the visitor is prepared to spend on the library´s Web) 

and knowledge (the ability to find the information he or she is looking for). Of course this could be 

a way to get to know the visitors to a future digital library. But are these dimensions enough? Do 

they lead to an understanding of all kind of visitors in all kind of environments? The diagram also 

presents a simplified model in that it ignores aspects such as funding, how to organize information 

delivery in the long term, etc. Different environments and changing channels of information 

delivery are other questions that the model fails to address. 

So when the visitor visits the digital library in order to find information, the library should be 

flexible and personalized or the visitor should be able to create the library and the information it 

offers to suit his or her particular needs. Actually, the personalized library is already a reality, 

through the solution of bookmarks being used to create a tailored service and subsequently 

expanded into a system of bookmarks. This solution for personal information management may 

become familiar and increasingly transparent to the customer in Sweden, one might claim. It also 

implies the “disappearance” or “fading into invisibility” of the traditional librarian standing between 

the visitor and the information source. 

Let us consider it in chart form: 

Traditional library Hybrid library Customized digital library 

Visitor meets a librarian Visitors meet a librarian, 

data-based catalogue or the 

Web 

Visitors meets a portal or Web 

page and creates a personal 

home page with links to various 

resources, blogs, notes, slides, 

etc. 

Librarian explains and shows 

the visitor how to find 

information and sources. 

 The visitor makes his or her own 

library available to others to 

view and search in. 

The visitor needs to explain his 

or her need, even if the need is 

not yet clear to him or her. 

 A subsequent visitor in the first 

visitor’s library likes or dislikes 

it, stays or not, understands it or 

not, and creates a new personal 

library, picking – or not – from 

others’ libraries. 

Librarian tries to understand 

and translates the visitor’s 

need into a book or a database, 

or consults the catalogue. 

Librarian is not needed at the 

check-out counter and instead 

circulates, trying to find 

somebody who needs help. 

Librarian is invisible; librarian 

and customer have a chat or the 

librarian merely makes 

suggestions. 

Librarian on “front stage.” Librarian shuttles between Librarian is “back stage.” 
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being at the front and helping 

the visitor “go back stage.” 
Customers are on “front stage.” 

Books Books, e-books E-books 

Customer content 

Source: An overview. Own illustration. 

The above chart is of course a draft – but one might also say the future is like a draft. There can be 

actors on the stage who are not yet predictable. People have needs that they are not aware of. The 

future luxury library will perhaps offer human personal service and people will be willing to pay for 

the luxury, tired of always interacting with a screen or a machine. In that way personal service 

would be reminiscent of the butlers of yore. Few people could afford that kind of service. Or is it so 

that IT knowledge and the rich possibilities of organizing information in one’s own computer 

renders that kind of person “an owner of a butler,” again recalling the term information-rich?  

Recent news from Sweden’s Royal Library notes as follows: 

 

Fewer branch libraries decimates Swedes’ access to staffed library service 

Over the past five years, 91 branch libraries have been closed down. During the same 

period, lending decreased by almost 4 million loans …. At a pace with the overall decline in 

total lending, lending of e-books increased – by 42% in 2013. Since 2010, e-book lending 

has increased by 227%. (Published by the Royal Library 3/19/  2014, 00:10 CET)

 

So it is conceivable that future visitors will increasingly create their own digital libraries – a little 

like Wikipedia, Myspace, Twitter or similar platforms on which the visitor creates the content. A 

future scenario might be that e-books are published through the visitors own e-libraries. 

Future libraries: management and organization 

The challenge for a leader: who should lead in the libraries of the future? Is library science 

education required to lead a library? Or might a completely different background be equally 

relevant? Does library science education need to change so as to prepare students to cope with the 

digital future? 

These questions are in one sense obvious, but in another, difficult. In Sweden, traditional libraries 

are frequently headed by traditional librarians. It is conceivable that funding conditions and the 

market logic pertaining to the e-book market requires another kind of background. Or is leadership 

necessary at all? It could be claimed that digital libraries are user-driven, and if so, do we need any 
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leadership? Do we not just need access and somebody who can negotiate for us, somebody who 

tries to promote and maintain equal access to information? 

These questions are key challenges to future libraries. If we consider library organization about 20 

years ago, we still considered libraries as buildings, one might say. In the mid-1990s, the Internet 

revolution started. It was an information revolution. What we see coming in the future is an 

information evolution. Traditional libraries are not very different from the Internet. The main 

difference is the speed of information access, the amount of information accessible and the potential 

for managing and sorting information, categorizing and subscribing to information, which are what 

is happening now. But what will happen in the future? 

Business model 

The challenge to future libraries depends on taxpayers, politicians, library management, library staff 

and library visitors. But who should be in charge of instituting the changes necessary to ensure that 

libraries remain attractive? We believe it should be a customer-driven initiative: libraries should be 

designed to fulfil the needs of future library visitors. What are the major problems libraries might 

solve for citizens by using their giant information databases and knowledge stores? 

Let us start with a model called the Business Model Canvas (Osterwalder 2009). This model is used 

to design different business models – for example, the value of a library, and how this value can be 

made effective.  

A traditional library of today in Sweden is illustrated using the Business Model Canvas. 
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(Created by Anett Kansanen.) 

But what would happen if we took this model and changed some of the traditional ways of seeing a 

library. Let us turn the library into a profitable business. Who would be willing to pay and what 

would they pay for? What might be the value proposition to the new visitors? 

We played with the business model and built a future library for those willing to pay for its services. 

Do we dare to challenge the traditional of providing the services for free? Might some people be 

excluded by not having the money to visit some of the future libraries, or would people prioritize 

differently if the library were built around their needs? 
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(Created by Anett Kansanen.) 

We believe everything must change to fulfil customer needs, and people may be willing to pay for 

information or read books as part of a “luxury package”. The librarian becomes the “butler” and the 

customer builds his or her own Web content but visits the modern libraries of tomorrow to enjoy the 

service they never get on the Web nor in today’s libraries. The new modern library facilitates office 

space and meeting rooms filled with the latest digital products, connecting people with both ancient 

knowledge and high-tech tools. The library could thus become the hotspot for new business ideas 

and new job opportunities, as it is built to give people the opportunity to create a new tomorrow in 

the most creative environment. 

Concluding remarks 

There is a need to redefine the concept of libraries’ “profit.” The “payer” is the public sector. But 

the link between the payment and the profit is to be managed in the proper way. When e-books 

entered the market, library management had to manage a different scenario, since a digital book 

flow differs from a physical book flow. The concepts will be blurred. Some of the first steps 

towards the future are being taken in Sweden: no more can a book be looked upon as an entity only; 

it is now a service offered to the customer.  

The customer, on the other hand, may be a visitor or a Web resident. Different behavioral 
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characteristics – personas – can already be observed. On the other hand, the customer may be 

unpredictable. One aspect that may well have consequences is the empowerment of the customer 

(or client, or visitor). This may be detrimental or beneficial, or something in between. Perhaps 

personal service and human beings will be increasingly valuable in future libraries. The librarian 

may be on front stage or backstage or both. It may become a luxury to encounter a real person.  

We live in Sweden. Sweden believes that certain functions are properly left up to market forces and 

others to the public sector. E-books may lead to market forces moving into the role of library 

leaders. The leader then plays on the business playground where the rules are not obvious. This is a 

question that warrants further discussion. The future libraries that we wanted to challenge in this 

paper have already taken their first steps. 
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